The message is relevant to dorm residents and relates to payment for December due to the postponement of the academic year to 24.12.23 (or later).

1. All dorm residents (except those serving in reserve duty) who did not yet return the key and cleared their rooms until 13.11 as posted earlier, will be charged for November on 20.11.23.

2. There is a new deadline to clear the rooms and return the keys until 23.11.23 (9:00-12:00 in the dorm offices). December rent will not be charged. The payment for November will be performed and will be deducted from future rent.

3. Students in reserve duty who do not live in the dorms and do not want to be charged can return their keys and clear the rooms until 10.12.23. Those who do not return their keys by the described deadlines will be considered residing in the dorms and charged accordingly beginning in 1.12.23.

4. All serving on reserve duty or Atuda who did not send/load a 3010 form or similar, to confirm exemption from October-November, must send the forms to dir-dean@technion.ac.il until the beginning of the semester.

5. Allocated rooms remain the same upon your return to the dorms.